Campbell teachers passionate

BY AMY BLOM

Staff at Campbell primary school in Canning Vale have been acknowledged for their hard work by the community after having 11 staff members recognised in the who shines at your school initiative.

The initiative was part of the WA education awards and asked school communities to submit the names of outstanding teachers at their school.

Teachers who stood out were named ahead of world teachers day on October 30.

Campbell primary school principal Lynne Bates said having so many teachers acknowledged was a testament to the high calibre teaching that defined the school.

“There are a significant amount of programs that are run here and we have a very strong focus on the social and emotional welfare of our students through the kids matter program,” she said.

“One of our key directions is about providing as many opportunities to the kids but I think it’s the warmth and passion for the craft of teaching that I’ve noticed.”

Ms Bates said having quality teachers in the early years of schooling were pivotal to students’ achievement.

“They’re like a sponge in those early years,” she said.

“We need to maximise their progress through early intervention programs and through working really closely with parents.”

Campbell primary school teachers Rebecca Cosiani, Melissa Marchant, Alison Cole, Sarika Suri, Maxine Wylie, Marsha Almeida, Tamara Fry, Dahmen Higgs, Melissa Elkins and Lisa West. Photograph — Matt Devlin.
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